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From the Editor
Hello Pages of the Past readers! December is flying by. There’s two more weeks to get a short story written
for the contest. I know December is a crazy time, but it’s only 400-600 words. The stories will all be printed
in the January 3rd newsletter. Open voting will run until January 12th (with lots of sharing on Facebook to
get votes – so hopefully some exposure to different readers too!) The winner will be announced in the
January 17th newsletter and the winner gets a $50 gift card – to help recover from their bout of holiday
spending in December. (Photo prompts and all details on pages 4-5) PS: I’m thinking of having one every
quarter, with different photo prompts for each quarter’s contest.
I’m also mulling around the idea of having a monthly paid guest post, not as an author spotlight, but as
the featured writing article. More on that in the next few weeks as I finalize those details. Because, after
all, with all of the accomplished historical fiction authors in the Pages of the Past group and out in this
wide digital world that we all live in now, you all know much more than I about the craft of writing
historical fiction.
But, I know that as much as we all love historical fiction – to write it and to read it – and sometimes it feels
as if we are living in the 1930s or 1800s (or pick whichever period is your era of choice), we do live in ‘reallife’ and there are other duties we must attend to. Such as fixing dinners, chasing children, sometimes
working at a paid profession, doing the laundry or mowing the lawn. In this case, right now, (‘Tis the
season), I have a stack of Christmas cards awaiting my attention and stacks of presents that must be
wrapped, boxed up, and readied to mail off to Arizona, Utah, Alaska, Arkansas, and New York. Sigh – the
problem of having every single family member living in a different state than Texas.
So, take a few minutes to read, then off you go to your own awaiting tasks – but while you work on those,
let a story be rambling about in your brain, ready to dash off and send in for the contest!

Trisha
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com
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What to Research
Researching is such a fickle beast. How much do we need to research? What is too little? What is too
much? For myself, researching is like walking a tightrope between the too much and too little. I love to
research. I could all too easily spend massive amounts of time in the research, and then not enough time
goes to the actual writing. So I always need to look at the hours that I devote to research. I so enjoy digging
into a specific time period and looking for little details to use.
I’ve seen where some authors have spent years in research and writing a book, especially those that are
more intensive in actual historical fact. A novel that more fictional in nature and only needs historical data
as flavor for the story won’t require as much time or deep searching. But for a short story of a thousand
words, or a few thousand words – does that really need twenty, forty, or a hundred hours of research
time?
Yet, it is necessary. If I’m writing even a short story or flash fiction piece set in World War One days, I can’t
call it WWW1. That phrase didn’t exist yet. There was no possible way that anyone living during those
days foresaw an equally horrific, if not even worse, world war in their future. Then, it was the Great War.
When I was writing a story set in Southern California in 1941, even though war was in the news and in
everyone’s life, the actual timeline of the story was important. Because life in this small California town in
November 1941 was very different from life after December 7, 1941, the day of Pearl Harbor.
But we still need enough details to be able to write the story well enough to send our reader back to the
days we write about. We need enough specific tidbits that the reader feels they are there watching the
events unfold through the lens of our author’s words.
I discovered a wonderful writing site, Creative Writing Now, which shares some pertinent questions about
writing historical fiction – what to research? I printed out the questions and have them in my ‘short story
folder’. Before I start a new tale, I read through their list of questions to help get me focused towards
some of the details that I need to know to sprinkle over my story like seasoning to help add depth to the
time I’m trying to create.
Here are the questions they ask to inspire what kinds of things we can research.

Writing historical fiction - what to research


What were the attitudes of the time to religion, family, marriage, the role of children, gender, race,
etc.?



What was the social structure like? Who was rich and who was poor? How did the classes interact?



What were the current events of the time? The latest scientific discoveries? Who were the important
people? What did men talk about? Women? Upper and lower classes?



What was the political situation of the time? Was the map different then -- what were the boundaries
of the countries?



How did people dress, style their hair, etc.? Did they wear hats, bonnets, makeup, jewelry, weapons?
What were their habits in terms of hygiene?
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What kind of homes did people live? How were these homes organized? What would all of the rooms
have contained? Were there servants? What was the structure and rhythm of domestic life?



What was the physical world like outside your characters' homes? Farmland? City? Forest? What
animals and plants would there have been? What kind of crime or other dangers?



What diseases were common at the time? What kind of medical care was available?



Would people in your characters' positions have worked? Where would their money have come from?



What kind of food did people eat? What kind of cutlery was used? What were the eating habits and
attitudes toward food?



How did people talk? What kind of vocabulary would they have used? Warning: if you write all of your
dialogue in 16th-century speech, you are likely to annoy your reader really fast. But you can give little
hints of it so that your reader gets the flavor. And be sure to avoid modern slang that will startle your
reader out of the novel's time period.



What were the modes of transportation?



What was education like? What types of knowledge would your characters have had? (Remember:
they wouldn't know about events or discoveries that happened after their time!)

Get Pages of the Past delivered to your inbox every Friday!
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/184527085517941/

Need help with background research in writing your historical novel?
I have 18 books and many articles in print on subjects varying from 17th Century life, Salem
Witch Trials, pirates, slavery and the Underground Railroad, labor history, and women, to
the Civil War and Japan. I just completed researching the 1919 Flu Epidemic for
Smithsonian Channel's 'Hidden History' television series.
Reasonable fee includes bibliography with primary sources and websites. Prompt turnaround and fact-checking guaranteed.
Contact Juliet Haines Mofford at jmofford1@yahoo.com
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Flash Fiction Contest Guidelines
It’s Flash Fiction Contest Time! Enter your flash fiction story for a chance to win a $50 gift card.
Write a 400-600 word story to one of the three pictures below. Email your entry to
texastrishafaye@yahoo.com with ‘CONTEST ENTRY – (title of your story)’ in the subject line.
Entries are due by midnight, Friday, December 20th.
All contestants must be a subscriber to Pages of the Past weekly newsletter. (It’s FREE. The ONLY thing
you’ll receive is the weekly newsletters. Link below.)
The stories will be printed in the January 3rd newsletter. A PDF will be compiled with all the stories and
posted on Facebook, allowing others a chance to read the stories and send in their votes. The contest will
run until January 12th at midnight. The winner will be announced in the January 17th newsletter.
The winner receives a $50 gift card.

Use one of the three photographs below as a prompt for your story.
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Here’s the link to subscribe to Pages of the Past newsletter.
It’s free. You’ll only get the newsletter, nothing else.
Get Pages of the Past delivered to your inbox every Friday!
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/184527085517941/
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Today we welcome Pamela Nowak, author of several fascinating books, set in the late 1800s and early
1900s. But I think what I’m most jealous about is how she was a project manager for the Fort Yuma
National Historic Site. What a wonderful opportunity that would be, to have your days immersed in the
history of a site. Between that and her degree in history, its little wonder how Pamela focused her craft
of writing on historical fiction.


Welcome, Pamela! I saw that your degree is in history and
that you were a teacher. I also saw that you’d been a project
manager for the Fort Yuma National Historic Site. How
exciting! I’m jealous. It seems you have a love of history. How
did your knowledge of history lead to write historical fiction?
I can’t recall a time that I wasn’t learning history from reading
historical fiction and I do love learning. I also loved being
emotionally involved with the person (character) experiencing
the events. I gravitated to novels with a solid link to historical
people and events. When I started writing, I had to write those
types of stories. I can’t NOT write them. I enjoy research but
scholarly writing just doesn’t appeal to me. It’s the
combination of discovering history, sharing it, and making it an
emotional experience that grabs me.
It appears that you have a favorite time period to write about. Your books, Choices, Chances, and
Changes, were all set in 1876 or 1879. Escaping Yesterday happened in 1905. And your soon to be
released book, Never Let Go, is set during the 1862 Dakota Conflict. What do you enjoy most about this
time period?
That’s tough to answer. It a time that is beyond our memories and beyond the memories of our parents.
That means I didn’t grow up hearing about it but reading about it instead. I have an early attachment to
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Laura Ingalls Wilder and have loved the American West from my teens. I guess it just really calls to my
imagination. It’s a time of immense change and a broad range of experiences. It was a time when women
were called on to be strong in so many ways and the era when many began to challenge traditional roles.
There are so many stories and my heart just lies there. I can’t imagine writing in any other era, even if the
market is stronger for more modern time-periods.
Do you have any favorite methods you use in researching your books?
I am a heavy researcher and I use a broad range of tools. When I was writing romance, I mostly sprinkled
in historical people and facts and so used primarily the internet and books. I began to rely more on history
during the third and fourth books using more scholarly non-fiction and newspaper accounts. Once I made
the shift to women’s historical fiction based on real people, I began to use a lot more primary sources.
Sanborn Fire Maps are great at revealing what cities looked like and city directories help with the actual
businesses of the time. I am also now using genealogical resources (census records, birth and marriage
and land records, etc.) to track dates, property values, movements, family members. You can often
uncover great clues about character and unknown details (but rely on the vital records not online family
trees for the facts). Diaries, newspapers, and interviews of descendants are also great. Sometimes, there
are local histories with forgotten information. Visits to local museums and historical societies are also an
advantage since some collections are not available digitally. I love to discover clues and follow leads.
Can you tell us about one of your favorite characters from one of your books?
Hahahaha! What a thing to ask an author. I have a special affinity for all of my protagonists so it’s difficult
to pin down to one favorite, or even identify a favorite.
I guess Sarah Donovan, the heroine of CHANCES—my first historical romance release—will always hold a
special place in my heart because she has a lot of “me” in her. A female telegraph operator in 1875, Sarah
has suffrage leanings and is always taking on projects. She’s outspoken and feisty in a time when that was
not common. She’s strong on the surface but doubts herself on the inside. Her various causes allow her
to hide her true self from others and she must learn to become vulnerable in order to discover she is
likeable and capable just as she is. That was a life lesson I had to learn, too.
I also really love Julia in NEVER LET GO. She is strong and capable but tends to sacrifice too much of herself.
She has to learn that she is important, too.
See some similarities in the two?
What challenges have you found with writing historical fiction?
Getting buried in research, for sure. I love research and I have a fierce dedication to remaining true to
historical fact. That desire to remain true to history can also make the story-craft more difficult. In
historical romance, where I insert fictional characters into history or historical detail in a fictional plot,
that’s not such a big deal. But for my women’s historical fiction, I am telling the stories of real women and
that means I have to find the story within the history. If I know a fact to exist, I will not pretend that it
doesn’t exist.
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So, what that means is that I can’t plot around events or personalities. Laura Duley, in NEVER LET GO, was
known to be biased and frequently depressed. My challenge was to motivate those beliefs and behaviors
so that she was still someone readers would care about. As a fiction author, I do have the freedom to craft
internal thoughts, dialogue, and goals. I can create scenes as long as they fit into known facts and don’t
change real events. That’s freeing. But I also have a plot that can’t be changed so I have to develop scenes
to advance along that plotline while honoring character arcs. I have to develop my characters so they
logically “drive” the plot.
So far, I am really loving that challenge though I’m not always pleased when I get stalled. In November, I
spent two weeks struggling with the need to sacrifice what would have been great action scenes because
I couldn’t reconcile putting my character there given the data available to me.
Your newest historical fiction work, Never Let Go, is schedule for release soon. Can you give us a little
teaser about it and let us know when we can look for it?
On the day the Santee Sioux attacked the isolated settlement on Lake Shetek, the white women who lived
there had long since accepted their youthful dreams would never be realized. None knew they were about
to become pawns in a struggle between cultures. By day's end, the five still alive recognized the challenges
of their pasts were nothing compared to the strength it would take to survive nor that their views on what
mattered most would be changed forever.
NEVER LET GO follows the lives of Laura Duley, Lavina Eastlick, Christina Koch, Almena Hurd, and Julia
Wright from the time they left home to their settlement at Lake Shetek on the Minnesota frontier and
through the Dakota Conflict of 1862. One abandoned on the prairie with two small children, one left for
dead, and three taken captive: the stories of these five women should have been told long ago. Their
entwined, true stories are finally realized in this women's historical fiction.
Hardcover release date is July 2020, from Five Star/Cengage.
What is it like getting down to the final stages of a new book release?
In a word: busy. About six to nine months out from release, I like to post something related to the book
on my Facebook author page on a daily basis. Once per week, those posts are combined into a blog on my
website. I am also busy planning signing events, creating and sending out information to book retailers
and libraries, and following through on all items on my marketing plan. I’m also working with my publisher
on final edits, cover quotes, and preparing to send out author release copies to reviewers.
This time, I am also keeping myself to a writing schedule on the next manuscript and beginning to explore
ideas for the following one. Add in my volunteer work for writers’ organizations and personal life…
Busy sums it up pretty well.
Is there anything you’d like to share with us that I didn’t ask you about?
Wow, you’ve asked so many wonderful questions! I hope your readers will be intrigued enough to explore
and spread the word.
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You can find Pamela’s current books here. When her new book releases in July 2020, we’ll have another
post featuring Never Let Go with links to find it then.
https://www.amazon.com/Pamela-Nowak/e/B001JP2EJK

You can find Pamela here:
https://www.facebook.com/PamelaNowakAuthor
https://www.pamelanowak.com
https://www.goodreads.com/pamelanowak

Pamela Nowak's historical women's fiction novels combine research and character development to tell
the stories of real women forgotten by history. Her western historical romance books set fictional
relationships into historical settings and events. Pam has been honored as the RMFW Writer of the Year
and awarded a Colorado Book Award, multiple HOLT Medallion Awards, and a WILLA Finalist Award. She’s
been in love with history and rich characters for most of her life and has a B.A. in history. Prior to becoming
an author, she taught history, served as serving as project manager for the Fort Yuma National Historic
Site, and ran a homeless shelter.
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The 1700s & Before
The Locksmith’s Daughter
Karen Brooks
From acclaimed author Karen Brooks comes this intriguing novel rich in
historical detail and drama as it tells the unforgettable story of Queen
Elizabeth's daring, ruthless spymaster and his female protégée.
In Queen Elizabeth's England, where no one can be trusted and secrets
are currency, one woman stands without fear.
Mallory Bright is the only daughter of London's most ingenious locksmith.
She has apprenticed with her father since childhood, and there is no lock
too elaborate for her to crack. After scandal destroys her reputation,
Mallory has returned to her father's home and lives almost as a recluse,
ignoring the whispers and gossip of their neighbors. But Sir Francis
Walsingham, Queen Elizabeth's spymaster and a frequent client of
Mallory's father, draws her into his world of danger and deception. For
the locksmith's daughter is not only good at cracking locks, she also has
a talent for codes, spycraft, and intrigue. With Mallory by Sir Francis’s
side, no scheme in England or abroad is safe from discovery.
But Mallory's loyalty wavers when she witnesses the brutal and bloody public execution of three Jesuit
priests and realizes the human cost of her espionage. And later, when she discovers the identity of a
Catholic spy and a conspiracy that threatens the kingdom, she is forced to choose between her country
and her heart.
Once Sir Francis's greatest asset, Mallory is fast becoming his worst threat—and there is only one
way the Queen’s master spy deals with his enemies…

Authors: Do you have a historical fiction book or short story that you’d like featured in Pages of the Past? Email me
at texastrishafaye@yahoo.com to see about scheduling your book or short story in a future issue.

Get Pages of the Past delivered to your inbox every Friday!
Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/184527085517941/
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